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In most design and architecture programs, design studios, the core courses of these programs, have been conducted with traditional, Studio-based with direct interaction between professor and students through physical presence characterized by working closely with students, guiding, and mentoring them face-to-face. However, several architecture and design programs have another alternative that is on-line to award professional degrees to accommodate students with different life responsibilities, work commitments, physical barrier, and even location. Getting a professional degree, graduate and undergraduate, created new opportunities for such students who are not able to obtain a traditional on-campus education. With numerous successful stories for online graduates in design and architecture, a lot of practitioners and scholars questioned validity of the credential certificate earned, others rejected and believed that design, especially studios, cannot be taught online, arguing that professional fields require the presence of students in the studio classrooms within certain times during the term. Nowadays, and due to COVID-19 most universities and colleges worldwide
converted their programs into remote delivery method, including design studios. This requires re-examining the validity of teaching design studio remotely or online.

This paper aims to explore the teaching studios before and after COVID-19 with focus on the psychological impact on students and faculty and on the design of post-secondary curriculum and the course schedules. In this context, the paper discusses multi means of class: engagement, visual representation and action& expression. To accomplish that, the paper research methodology is critical examination of literature review and case study analysis upon analysis and discussion, the paper set recommendations for the new approach of teaching design studio remotely and its professional and psychological impact on design and architecture students and faculty.
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